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Normal incidence x-ray standing wave NIXSW experiments have been performed for monolayers of
3,4,9,10-perylene-tetracarboxylic-dianhydride PTCDA adsorbed on the Ag111 surface. Two phases were
analyzed: the low-temperature phase LT phase, which is disordered and obtained for deposition at substrate
temperatures below 150 K, and the ordered phase, which is obtained for deposition at room temperature RT
phase. From the NIXSW analysis the vertical bonding distances to the Ag surface were obtained for the
averaged carbon atoms and the two types of chemically different oxygen atoms in the terminal anhydride
groups. For the LT phase, we find about 2% 0.05 Å and 8% 0.21 Å smaller averaged bonding distances for
the C and O atoms, respectively, compared to the RT phase. In both phases, the planar geometry of the free
molecule is distorted; in particular, the carboxylic O atoms are closer to the surface by 0.20 Å RT and
0.31 Å LT with respect to the averaged C distance. The difference between the vertical bonding distances of
the carboxylic and anhydride O atoms is found to be 0.32 RT and 0.33 Å LT. These structural parameters
of the two phases are compared to those of PTCDA monolayers adsorbed on Au111 and Cu111 surfaces and
are discussed in the frame of current bonding models.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.81.125432 PACS numbers: 68.43.Fg, 82.65.r, 79.60.Dp
I. INTRODUCTION
Presently there exists a large interest in the exact determi-
nation of the adsorption geometry of large -conjugated or-
ganic molecules on surfaces because a this information is
essential for the understanding of the growth behavior and
properties of semiconducting organic films on surfaces1 and
b since theoretical calculations of larger molecules on sur-
faces have recently become possible2–5 and ask for quantita-
tive geometric parameters to test their predictive power.
Here we report details of a normal incidence x-ray stand-
ing wave NIXSW analysis of the prototype molecule
3,4,9,10-perylene-tetracarboxylic-dianhydride PTCDA, see
Fig. 6, below adsorbed on the Ag111 surface for the or-
dered room-temperature RT and disordered low-
temperature LT phases. The geometric parameters of this
analysis have been reported in two short articles before see
Refs. 6 and 7 and comments in Refs. 8 and 9. Here we give
the original experimental data and describe the details of the
analysis. In addition we discuss our finding in relation to
recently published bonding distances of PTCDA on other
111-fcc surfaces. For a recent review on the adsorption of
PTCDA on noble metal surfaces see Ref. 10.
The NIXSW method is highly attractive for the determi-
nation of vertical bonding heights of organic molecules on
surfaces for a number of reasons: i for many cases the
evaluation does not require a structural model of the adsor-
bate, ii the method is not limited by the size of the mol-
ecules, as for instance low-energy electron diffraction, and
specific signal atoms may be selected by photoemission, and
iii it is possible to gain further intramolecular information,
whenever the photoelectrons from chemically nonequivalent
atoms of one element can be distinguished. Roughly speak-
ing, the NIXSW method determines atomic positions relative
to a standing x-ray wave field generated by the substrate
Bragg planes by measuring their photoelectron or Auger
yield. Details of the NIXSW technique can be found in sev-
eral reviews.11–14 Over the last years the adsorption geom-
etries of a number of -conjugated, mainly planar molecules
adsorbed on 111-fcc surfaces have been investigated by
NIXSW.15–19 For PTCDA, NIXSW measurements were, be-
sides on Ag111, performed on Au111 Ref. 20 and
Cu111,21 and first trends between the anticipated strength
of the interfacial interaction and the bonding geometry be-
come visible.
Briefly summarizing, PTCDA crystallizes in a long-range
ordered commensurate herringbone monolayer structure on
Ag111 when deposited at RT.22,23 The molecules are in a
planar adsorption geometry with two molecules within the
unit cell, and the lateral arrangement is motivated by attrac-
tive, possibly hydrogen-bondlike, interactions between the
oxygen containing anhydride groups and the hydrogen-
terminated edges of the perylene cores of the PTCDA mol-
ecules. The packing is very similar to that of PTCDA in the
102 bulk plane.22 On the contrary, after deposition at LT,
i.e., below 150 K, a disordered metastable phase is formed.
In this LT phase, the PTCDA molecules are arranged in small
clusters of irregular shape and size, and as described in Ref.
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7, the lateral intermolecular interactions are less well
evolved, which causes that the electronic properties of the
RT and LT phases are significantly different. Upon annealing
the LT phase transforms irreversibly into the RT phase at
about 170–200 K. As noted above, the details of the deter-
mination of the vertical bonding geometry of the PTCDA in
the RT and LT adsorption state is the subject of the present
paper.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND DATA
EVALUATION
A. Experimental procedure
The data were collected during three beamtimes at the
beamline ID 32 of the European Synchrotron Radiation Fa-
cility ESRF in Grenoble, France. A schematic of the experi-
mental setup can be found in Ref. 21. Photoelectron spectra
were taken with a hemispherical electron analyzer at an
angle of =45° relative to the incoming x-ray beam. The
photon energy was scanned stepwise over an energy interval
around the Bragg condition of the Ag111 surface, and pho-
toelectron spectra were recorded for each photon energy. In
some experiments, the photon energies were varied by larger
steps further away from the maximum of the reflectivity
curve, and by smaller steps close to the maximum in order to
save measuring time see, e.g., curves in Fig. 4. The photon
flux is estimated at about 40 photons per PTCDA molecule
and second.20
High pass energies PE of 47–58 eV were used for both
the C 1s and O 1s spectra, if only integrated intensities of the
photoemission lines were of interest. A small PE of 23 eV
was used when good spectral resolution was required for the
determination of the different chemical components within
the O 1s spectra. Since the photoelectron yield for the inves-
tigated low Z element C and O is small, the data collection
typically took several hours for each sample. In particular,
measuring a set of O 1s spectra over the entire Bragg reflec-
tion range with high resolution took up to 6 h.
The intensity of the reflected x-ray beam was monitored
by the photoelectron current generated on a screen at a small
angle close to the incoming x-ray beam. Prior to the data
collection, the position of the x-ray beam on the clean
sample was optimized in order to give the narrowest reflec-
tivity curve, which typically had a half width of 0.85 eV.
The Ag111 surface was prepared as described in Ref. 22.
PTCDA was deposited onto the sample from a small home-
built evaporator. For the preparation of the ordered RT phase
the substrate was held at about 300 K. Monolayers were
obtained by thermal desorption of the excess coverage.24 For
the preparation of the disordered LT phase, a substrate tem-
perature of 100 K was used. These temperatures were also
maintained during the data collection, which is essential for
the LT phase, since it transforms irreversibly into the RT
phase at temperatures above 170 K. For the latter experi-
ment, a liquid He-cooled cryostat was used. The presence of
the expected structural order and disorder of the RT and LT
phase, respectively, were checked by low-energy electron
diffraction. The absolute coverages were estimated by the
intensity of the photoemission spectra, which were calibrated
to one monolayer ML of flat lying molecules in the ordered
RT phase. For the LT phase we prepared coverages around
0.7 ML because we knew from earlier experiments that the
phase slowly transforms into the RT phase if the coverage is
too high, in particular, above 1 ML. Typical deposition rates
were 0.1–0.2 ML per min.
B. Analysis of the photoemission spectra
1. General remarks
Figure 1 displays examples of O 1s photoelectron spectra
for the RT and the LT phase of PTCDA on Ag111. The two
spectra in the top row were taken at photon energies far
below the Bragg energy off-Bragg spectra, where the geo-
metric positions of the contributing atoms do not play a role
due to the absence of the standing wave field. For both
phases, the spectra show two dominant peaks. This occur-
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FIG. 1. Color online Photoemission PE spectra of the
PTCDA O 1s level for a the RT phase and b the LT phase taken
at a pass energy of 23 eV. The two spectra at the top were taken at
off-Bragg photon energies and were used for the determination of
the peak components see text. The three spectra below were taken
at photon energies close to the Bragg energy EBragg
exp RT phase
=2 633 eV and EBragg
exp LT phase at 100 K=2 635 eV and
were used for the NIXSW analysis. E=Ephoton−EBragg. The solid
lines are fits to the experimental data on the basis of the indicated
peak components. The peak components from the carboxylic oxy-
gen are indicated in red, those of the anhydride oxygen in dark blue.
A detailed description of all components is given in Table I. Experi-
mental Bragg energies given here differ from nominal values due to
3° off-normal incidence. Note that the binding energy scale in a
has been slightly shifted with respect to that given in Ref. 6 due to
an improved calibration.
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rence of two peaks is related to the presence of two chemi-
cally different O species, namely, the anhydride and the car-
boxylic oxygen atoms in PTCDA. However, the two peaks
do not simply correspond to the two contributing species,
and the ratio of the respective peak areas is not 1:2, as ex-
pected from the stoichiometry, since, as we will describe in
detail below, a satellite of the carboxylic oxygen also con-
tributes to the anhydride peak at higher binding energies.25
We note that for both phases, the photoemission averages
over molecules on different adsorption sites since the respec-
tive differences are not resolved.
From the off-Bragg spectra it can be seen that the spectral
line shapes differ for the RT and LT state. In particular, the
valley between the two peaks is not as pronounced for the LT
phase as for the RT phase. This difference is understandable
in view of the different adsorption states of the molecules in
the two phases. The three lower spectra in Fig. 1 are ex-
amples for spectra taken at photon energies which are a few
tenths of an eV above the Bragg energy and for which the
standing wave field has thus formed. The line shapes of these
O 1s spectra change with energy which evidently demon-
strates that the two types of O atoms must be on slightly
different adsorption heights with respect to the Ag111 sub-
strate in both phases.
For the C 1s spectra, the spectral resolution was too low
to resolve and separate the chemically different C species26
seen in photoemission performed with higher resolution.27
The direct comparison of the C 1s spectra of the RT and LT
phases revealed very small differences in the line shapes not
shown, which are related to the different chemical bonding
of the PTCDA to the Ag111 surface in the two phases.
Hence only the averaged C atom height could be determined
from the integrated intensities of the C 1s spectra.
2. Fitting of different chemical components of oxygen
In order to determine the vertical positions of the car-
boxylic and anhydride O atoms separately, their respective
contributions to the O 1s photoemission spectra had to be
evaluated. For this purpose we performed fits to the spectra.
Both the carboxylic and the anhydride oxygen were fitted by
a doublet consisting of two Gaussian peaks see Fig. 1. The
positions and the full width at half maximum FWHM of
the Gaussian peaks were determined from fits to the off-
Bragg spectra. Two restrictions were made: i an area ratio
of 2:1 for the two contributing doublets was required accord-
ing to the stoichiometry and ii for the two dominant peaks
1 and 3 equal FWHM were used. In addition to the noted
Gaussian peaks, a linear background was fitted. This descrip-
tion of the background was sufficient for the RT phase. For
the LT phase, however, the background was found to be
more structured. We modeled this by adding a broad Gauss-
ian on the high binding energy side to the linear background
see Fig. 1b, peak 5.
For the LT phase, the used fitting model was additionally
justified by photoemission spectra which were measured
with higher experimental resolution using a photon energy of
700 eV and a different electron analyzer.28 After an appro-
priate background subtraction, positions and relative area ra-
tios of the constituting peaks in these spectra were deter-
mined. They agree consistently with those peaks that fit the
off-Bragg spectra shown here see Fig. 1b. However, one
additional Gaussian peak had to be added on the low binding
energy side of the spectrum to fit the present data see Fig.
1b, peak 6. As shown below, the photon-energy-dependent
absorption curve of this peak points to a significantly differ-
ent bonding height compared to the so far considered peaks.
Hence, we assume that this “spurious” peak originates from
PTCDA molecules in an upright orientation, e.g., at island or
step edges, as will be discussed below.
Table I summarizes the parameters of all Gaussian peaks
and their respective physical origin. As seen from Fig. 1 and
Table I, the peak positions and FWHM differ for the LT and
RT phases, as it is expected from the different overall peak
shapes. For both phases we obtain very good fits of the spec-
tra at the off-Bragg condition and throughout the entire
Bragg region. For these fits the positions of the peaks, their
FWHM, and the ratios of the main peaks intensities to that of
the respective satellites were kept constant. For alternative
sets of Gaussians, the fits were of lower quality under the
above restrictions and the coherent fractions of the resulting
photoemission yield curves of the carboxylic and anhydride
oxygen came out smaller. We hence had to conclude that
these alternative fitting models do not separate the carboxylic
and the anhydride oxygen correctly and hence dismissed
them. In addition to the chemically resolved contributions to
the O 1s spectra, we also computed the total area of the O 1s
spectra after subtraction of a linear background, which yields
the averaged height of the O atoms in the NIXSW analysis
see below.
3. Beam damage and adsorption of water over extended
measuring times
Because of the long data-collection times and the hence
extended exposure times of the sample to the x-ray beam, in
particular, when the high-resolution O 1s spectra were col-
lected, we carefully checked for time-dependent changes due
to adsorption from the residual gas or any photochemical
degeneration of the sample in both the photoemission spectra
and the parameters determined from the NIXSW profiles.
Here we comment only on the changes in the photoemission
spectra, time-dependent changes in the coherent parameters
will be discussed below.
Generally, no changes were found in the photoemission
spectra, except for the measurements at low temperatures
100 K, where we found that water condensed on the sur-
face with time when the sample was not exposed to the x-ray
beam. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, where the O 1s spectrum
a was measured on a “fresh,” i.e., so far unexposed, spot on
the sample and spectrum b after the spot had been exposed
for 6 h. The H2O adsorption has two effects on the
O 1s-photoelectron spectra: first, a strong additional peak
arises at a binding energy of 533 eV in good agreement with
Ref. 29 and, second, the entire O 1s-spectrum shifts by about
1 eV to higher binding energies. We explain this peak shift
by the interaction of the polar H2O molecules and the anhy-
dride groups of PTCDA. Such an interaction has been also
observed in LT STM data,30 and is very feasible, since the LT
phase is disordered and exhibits void spaces between the
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PTCDA molecules.7 Unfortunately, water cannot be ther-
mally desorbed from the sample since higher temperatures
cause the transformation of the metastable LT phase into the
RT phase. However, we found that the intense x-ray beam
see Sec. II A induces a selective photodesorption of water
from the LT phase spectrum b. As a consequence the O 1s
photoelectron electron spectra do not change with time due
to water coadsorption, as long as the sample spot is continu-
ously exposed to the x-ray beam. By maintaining the x-ray
spot position on the sample during the measurements we
hence could avoid the unwanted water contamination.
C. Evaluation of the absorption curves and nondipolar
corrections
1. General formula
The normalized photoelectron yield curves IE can be
described by13
IE = 1 + SRR + 2SIRfH cos − 2PH + . 1
Herein the structural parameters fH and PH are the coherent
fraction and coherent position related to the Bragg reflection
with Miller indices “H” here, H= 111. The photon-
energy-dependent reflectivity is described by its amplitude R
and , the phase of the standing wave. The parameters SR
and SI= SIexpi take account of higher-order contribu-
tions of the photoemission matrix element. In particular, they
describe the effect that the momentum of the photon cannot
be neglected, as in the dipole approximation, and that the
photoelectrons are hence emitted with different directional
distributions for the incoming and outgoing x-ray waves,
respectively.31 These nondipolar emission correction param-
eters SR and SI generally depend on the photon energy, the Z
value of the emitting element, the orbital symmetry of the
initial state, and the experimental geometry, i.e., the accep-
tance geometry of the electron detection and the direction
and polarization of the photon beam. Within the dipole ap-
proximation SR and SI are equal to 1, however, for low-Z
elements as C and O that are investigated here, and the pho-
ton energies used here, the nondipolar corrections are signifi-
cant and have to be taken into account. For the backscatter-
ing geometry that we have employed see above the
situation is as follows. The differential cross section for the
emission of photoelectrons exited by the reflected outgoing
TABLE I. Overview on the Gaussian peaks used in the fit analysis of the O 1s photoemission spectra
see Fig. 1. The relative areas refer to the off-Bragg condition.
PTCDA/Ag111-RT Phase
Peak no.
Binding energy
eV
FWHM
eV
Relative area
% Origin
1 530.67 1.30 33 Carboxylic O
2 530.67+1.95 3.53 34 Carboxylic O
3 530.67+2.45 1.30 21 Anhydride O
4 530.67+5.09 5.42 12 Anhydride O
PTCDA/Ag111-LT Phase
Peak no.
Binding energy
eV
FWHM
eV
Relative area
% Origin
1 530.84 1.14 36 Carboxylic O
2 530.84+1.46 1.51 29 Carboxylic O
3 530.84+2.52 1.14 23 Anhydride O
4 530.84+3.28 1.72 12 Anhydride O
5 530.84+4.66 3.5 Background
6 530.84−0.80 1.1 4
unknown, noted as spurious
Not within the 100% given by the peaks 1–4
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FIG. 2. Adsorption of water at low temperatures. O 1s photo-
emission spectra of the LT phase of PTCDA on Ag111 for differ-
ent times of exposure to the x-ray beam taken at a pass energy of 23
eV. a Fresh spot of a sample being held at low temperature for 11
h. b Same spot after 6 h exposure to the x-ray beam. The change
in the peak shape is due to photon-induced desorption of water. The
photon energy was about 17 eV below the Bragg condition.
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photons is higher compared to that excited by the incoming
photons, leading to a value SI1 in Eq. 1. If instead
SI=1 is used, too large values of the coherent fractions fH
are fitted, compensating the too small SI value.
As described in Ref. 31, for our experimental geometry
the parameters SR, SI, and  are not independent but can be
reduced to the two parameters Q and  by the following
formulas:
SR = 1 + Q/1 − Q, SI = 1 + Q2 tan2 1/2/1 − Q ,
and
tan  = tan SR − 1/SR + 1 . 2
For our analysis, we have used as input parameters Q values
that were experimentally obtained32 and  values which
were theoretically compiled.33 These values together with the
computed values of SR and SI are given in Table II. The
phase difference  was approximated by 0. This ap-
proximation implies that the analysis of the photoelectron
yield curves by Eq. 1 yields effective coherent positions
PH= PH
true+ /2. However, for the used SR and SI values,
the estimated difference of the corresponding absolute coher-
ent positions d111PH− PH
true is on the order of 0.03 and
0.04 Å for C and O, respectively, and is hence small.
Figures 3 and 4 display examples of normalized photo-
electron yield curves derived from the C 1s spectra and O 1s
spectra, respectively. For O 1s, both the total photoemission
yield and the yields of the respective different chemical com-
ponents are shown. The solid lines are fits to the curves on
the basis of Eq. 1, using the nondipolar emission correction
parameters summarized in Table II. For the determination of
the structural parameters, we fitted several C 1s and O 1s
yield curves by Eq. 1 individually. The fits were done with
the program DARE.34 In a second step, the averaged values of
fH and PH were then computed from these results. These
values are summarized in Table III. A two-dimensional rep-
resentation of fH and PH in the form of the commonly used
Argand diagram is given in Fig. 5.
From the averaged PH values the absolute coherent
positions were obtained as dH= 1+ PH d111, using
d111=2.3592 Å Ref. 35 at T=300 K, and
d111=2.3503 Å at T=100 K Ref. 36 see Table III.
Strictly, the dH values denote the distances with respect to
the extended Ag111 lattice planes. However, for PTCDA on
the Ag111 surface, the deviations of the surface Ag atoms
from the extended 111 lattice plane due to a surface recon-
struction are small. For the clean Ag111 surface, this was
experimentally verified.37 For the PTCDA covered surface,
the absence of a significant change in the first-layer distance
due to the adsorption of PTCDA was derived from the analy-
sis of the Ag Auger MVV emission as a function of photon
energy. Since this signal stems from Ag atoms in the first
layers, it would principally indicate the presence of a surface
relaxation. However, the fits according to Eq. 1 yield the
bulk lattice constant with a high coherent fraction of
0.86	0.02 and 0.90	0.03 at 300 and 100 K, respectively.
Hence the coherent positions of C and O can be identified
with the vertical adsorption heights of the specific atoms
with respect to the top Ag111 layer.
2. Discussion of the spurious peak
Figure 4 shows that the photoemission yield of the so-
called spurious oxygen peak of the LT phase can be de-
scribed well by Eq. 1, which indicates that this peak stems
from a structurally well-defined chemical species. The coher-
ent position PH is found to amount to 0.65	0.01, the corre-
sponding fH value is fitted to 1.0, but exhibits a large error
due to the low statistics of this signal. The corresponding
distance to the Ag surface is calculated in modulo d111 to
1.54, 3.89, or 6.24 Å 	0.03 Å. At present, we have no
conclusive explanation for this peak. As reported above,
coadsorbed H2O leads to a peak at 3 eV larger binding
energies and can thus be ruled out. For CO adsorption from
the residual gas, the sample temperature 100 K was too
high. Hence an origin due to PTCDA molecules which are
either photochemically modified or adsorbed in unusual ad-
sorption sites, e.g., in an upright position standing on the
short or long edge of the molecule at island edges or steps
edges may be possible. In this context we note that earlier
STM investigations indeed found a step edge decoration on
Ag111 by PTCDA with an alternating vertical adsorption
geometry of the PTCDA on the long and short axes along the
TABLE II. Overview on the nondipolar emission correction pa-
rameters used for the evaluation in this work. The values for Q were
taken from Ref. 32, the values for  from Ref. 33. SR, SI, and 
were calculated according to Eq. 2.
C 1s O 1s
Q 0.31 0.31
 −0.22 −0.33
SR 1.900 1.900
SI 1.453 1.457
 −0.069 −0.106
0
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FIG. 3. Exemplary photoemission yield curves derived from
C 1s spectra measured at a pass energy of 47 eV as a function of
photon energy for a the RT phase and b the LT phase symbols
and fits solid lines with respective coherent fractions fC. Photon
energies are measured relative to the respective Bragg energies.
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steps.22 This latter model would be also compatible with the
high coherent fraction fH=1.0 since the intermolecular dis-
tances between the different O atoms correspond roughly to
d111 and hence contribute constructively to fH.
3. Systematic errors due to uncertainties
in the nondipolar corrections
Prior to the discussion of the results, we consider some of
the systematic uncertainties and difficulties of the evaluation.
In principle, the accuracy of structural parameters deter-
mined by NIXSW is limited by several effects. First, the
absolute values of the nondipolar emission parameters are
known from theory and/or experiments with only limited ac-
curacy at present. Second, the backward/forward asymmetry
of the photoemission probability of atoms located on a sur-
face may be modified in addition to the influence of nondi-
polar effects by back diffraction of the emitted photoelec-
trons from the underlying bulk into the direction of the
analyzer. This photoelectron diffraction effect would mimic a
higher effective Q value with respect to that based purely on
the nondipolar emission corrections of the photoemission
process. Finally, the subtraction of the substrate background
for the determination of the photoelectron yields of the ad-
sorbate is often a delicate task since this background is gen-
erally by two orders of magnitude larger compared to the
photoemission signal of the adsorbate.
As noted above, the inclusion of the nondipolar emission
correction parameters is important for the determination of
the correct structural parameters. Unfortunately, the numeri-
cal values of these parameters that were determined by dif-
ferent experiments32,33 and theoretical calculations38 scatter
within a certain range. For the nominal Bragg energies39 of 2
627.7 eV at 300 K or 2 637.6 eV at 100 K of the present
experiment and at =45°, Q values for C 1s between 0.24–
0.37 have been reported,17,18,21,32 while Q values for O 1s are
between 0.26–0.34.18,21,32,33,40 We used the values QC 1s
=0.31 and QO 1s=0.31.32 The motivation for the choice of
these values was twofold. First, these values were deter-
mined experimentally from incoherent layers of PTCDA on
Ag111 under the same experimental geometry as ours and
may hence also include the effect of substrate back diffrac-
tion of photoelectrons, which is not accounted for by the
theoretically determined Q values. Second, for these values,
fits of the data by Eq. 1 yielded reasonable values for the
coherent fractions of the adsorbate; in particular, the so ob-
tained coherent fractions came out smaller than the coherent
fractions that were fitted for the substrate, which is reason-
able. For the second nondipolar emission correction param-
eter , we used theoretically determined values, since ex-
perimental values are lacking.
Fortunately, the influence of the variation in Q on the
fitted coherent position is not very large.33 For our data we
explicitly tested this by fitting the O 1s data total intensity
for the above noted range of Q. The variation of d111O was
monotonic in Q and amounted to about 0.10 Å, for a varia-
tion Q=0.26–0.34, at the most.
4. Beam damage over long times
As noted above, differential changes in the photoemission
spectra with increasing exposure time could not be detected.
Nevertheless, we also monitored the long-time behavior of
the coherent positions and fractions of the C 1s and the total
O 1s signal measured with low resolution of the RT phase
in order to check for possible variations in the structure of
the adsorbate layer with time. For the C 1s signal we ob-
served a small decrease of 4.7% 0.010 in the value of the
coherent position PH and of 18% 0.09 in the coherent
fraction over a time of 24 h. The decrease in PH causes only
a small variation in the respective distance d1111+ PH by
1%, which is close to the statistical error. We interpret this
result with a small amount of structural disorder that is in-
duced by the x-ray beam.
For the O 1s signal, we further found small systematic
differences in the coherent positions d111
O that were deter-
mined from the O 1s photoemission spectra measured with
different spectral resolutions PE. This coherent position
d111
O corresponds to the averaged height of the two different
O species see Table III. In particular, we observed that
d111
O values determined from spectra with high resolution
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FIG. 4. Color online Exemplary set of photoemission yield
curves derived from O 1s spectra measured at a pass energy of
23 eV as a function of photon energy for a the RT phase and b
the LT phase symbols and fits solid lines with respective coher-
ent fractions fC. Photon energies are measured relative to the re-
spective Bragg energies. From top to bottom: O 1s total intensity,
intensity related to the carboxylic oxygen red, intensity related to
the anhydride oxygen blue, reflectivity and the “spurious peak,”
respectively. The data points were taken on a nonequidistant grid
for optimized data statistics. Fits were done according to Eq. 1
with a least-square fitting routine with equal weights of all data
points. Photon energies are measured relative to the respective
Bragg energies.
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HR PE=23 eV by direct evaluation of the total spectral
area for the RT phase or by adding up the contributing
components i.e., the Argand vectors of the O 1s spectrum
for the LT phase, avoiding the contribution of the spurious
peak see Table I came out systematically smaller by about
0.05 and 0.11 Å for the RT and LT phase, respectively
compared to the values determined from spectra with low
resolution LR PE=47 eV. Principally, one would expect
to obtain identical values from both types of spectra.
There are two possible explanations for this discrepancy.
First, it may be possible that it is due to a small decrease in
the quality of the adsorbate layer with time as discussed for
the C 1s signal above. Notably the HR scans were preferen-
tially taken after the LR scans, i.e., at higher sample age.
Second, systematic errors in the subtraction of the photoelec-
tron background mainly due to the Ag may play a role.
Since the background is by orders of magnitude larger than
the signal of the adsorbate even very minor systematic errors
in the background subtraction can be relevant. As the back-
ground follows the Ag substrate signal, it corresponds to a
component to the signal with a coherent position of P111
=0. Possibly very small differences in background subtrac-
tion exist between the LR and HR data.
By systematic testing we found that the averaged O 1s
position from the HR data has to be corrected for an admix-
ture of 10% by a coherent position of the substrate e.g.,
P111
Ag
=0 to match the averaged O 1s position from the LR
data. In the two-dimensional Argand diagram, such an ad-
mixture of the substrate can be visualized by vector
addition.12 So far we have no conclusive interpretation for
this finding. The correction may be due to sample aging and
a possible transfer of some of the PTCDA molecules to ad-
sorption sites with a different vertical position with time.
Alternatively, the noted differences in the background cor-
rection may play a role.
The values for the averaged O and the C positions in
Table III are based on the LR scans. For the carboxylic and
anhydride oxygen, the values directly derived from the HR
TABLE III. Values for the coherent positions and coherent fractions for the two phases of PTCDA on
Ag111 as obtained from the photoemission absorption profiles. The evaluation is based on Eq. 1 and
includes the nondipolar corrections SR and SI as described in the text. The phase  was set to 0. The errors
include only the statistical errors but not the systematic errors due to uncertainties in the nondipolar correc-
tions or background subtraction. dH was obtained as 1+ PH d111, using d111=2.3592 Å at T=300 K and
d111=2.3503 Å at T=100 K. For the averaged values, photoemission yield curves computed from LR
spectra taken at high pass energy were used O 1s total in Fig. 4 while the values of the O components
carboxylic and anhydride were computed from HR spectra taken at low pass energy. The second column
notes the type and number of spectra which were evaluated. The given average values of P111 and f 111
were calculated as 1N	P111,i and
1
N	f 111,i from the values determined from the individual spectra. For the
carboxylic and anhydride O 1s, values which have been corrected by a 10% contribution of a bulklike signal
PH=0 are given in brackets. For further details see text.
RT Phase
Type, # P111
d111
Å f 111
C 1s averaged LR, 8 0.214	0.004 2.86	0.01 0.54	0.05
O 1s averaged LR, 6 0.212	0.010 2.86	0.02 0.52	0.06
O 1s carboxylic
HR, 4
0.128	0.012 2.66	0.03 a 0.47	0.22
corrected 0.153	0.013 2.71	0.03 0.46	0.22
O 1s anhydride
HR, 4
0.263	0.032 2.98	0.08 b 0.79	0.08
corrected 0.279	0.012 3.01	0.03 0.89	0.08
LT Phase
Type, # P111
d111
Å f 111
C 1s averaged LR, 3 0.193	0.010 2.81	0.02 b 0.62	0.06
O 1s averaged LR, 4 0.135	0.009 2.67	0.03 0.47	0.05
O 1s carboxylic
HR, 2
0.063	0.017 2.50	0.04 b 0.40	0.05
corrected 0.080	0.015 2.54	0.04 0.36	0.05
O 1s anhydride
HR, 2
0.204	0.018 2.83	0.04 0.48	0.06
corrected 0.233	0.018 2.90	0.04 0.52	0.06
aDue to an improved statistics of the data this value is smaller by 0.02 Å compared to that given in Refs. 6
and 7.
bLikewise these values are by 0.01 Å larger.
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scans are given. In addition, values corrected by a contribu-
tion of the substrate by 10%, as described above, are listed in
Table III. Fortunately, these corrections are small and do not
change the principal geometry of the two adsorbate species.
Nevertheless, we mention this correction in order to stimu-
late other investigators to check on this issue and in order to
indicate all possible errors.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Molecular geometries
As noted above, Table III summarizes the structural pa-
rameters that were obtained for the two phases. Figure 6
illustrates the vertical distortions of both molecules that are
derived from the obtained bonding distances. For the aver-
aged C distance dC we find 2.81	0.02 Å and
2.86	0.01 Å for the LT and RT phases, respectively. Hence
the averaged carbon plane of PTCDA, which is mainly de-
fined by the perylene core containing 20 out of 24 C atoms,
is closer by 0.05 Å to the Ag surface in the LT phase than in
the RT phase. We note that this result is independent of the
corrections by  and the other nondipolar emission correc-
tion parameters. For both phases we further find that the
carboxylic O atoms are located below the carbon plane
whereas the anhydride O atoms are close to LT phase or
above RT phase the carbon plane.
In both phases, the adsorption on the Ag111 surface
therefore causes a significant vertical distortion of the intrin-
sically planar PTCDA molecule. The difference in the verti-
cal height of the two different types of O atoms, dO, is of
comparable size in both phases, i.e., 0.33 and 0.32 Å for the
LT and RT phase, respectively. Hence we have a clear indi-
cation from the adsorption geometry that the PTCDA mol-
ecule is strongly bonded to the Ag111 surface in both
phases, because the gain in adsorption energy has to com-
pensate the molecular distortion energy. This confirms the
chemisorptive bonding of PTCDA on Ag111 in both phases
that was already derived on the basis of spectroscopic
data.41,42
The coherent fractions of the C 1s signals fC of both
phases are in an intermediate range 0.62 and 0.54 for the LT
and RT phase, respectively, which is rather typical for ad-
sorbates of this type.18,21 Several reasons that cause a reduc-
tion in the coherent fractions can be discussed. A structural
saddlelike distortion of the perylene core, due the down-
ward bonding of the carboxylic O atoms, as indicated by
density-functional theory DFT calculations,3,8 may play a
role. However, this effect on fC is small, below 10%. This
can be estimated from the vertical splitting dO of the posi-
tions of the different types of O atoms 0.33 and 0.32 Å,
which sets a reasonable upper limit for the perylene core
distortion. The difference in the adsorption heights of the two
inequivalent molecules per unit cell in the RT phase, which
is estimated at 0.06 Å from DFT calculations,3 may princi-
pally also contribute, but is definitely too small to cause a
relevant effect on the coherent fractions. A small effect may
further be due to Ag lattice vibrations which cause a smaller
reflectivity by a reduced Debye-Waller factor. This was so
far not accounted for in the fits of the photoemission yield
curves by Eq. 1. From calculations using an alternative
evaluation code43 we estimate this effect to be on the order of
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FIG. 5. Color online Argand diagrams of the averaged struc-
tural parameters determined for the two adsorption states of Table
III: a RT phase and b LT phase. For further details see text.
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FIG. 6. Color online Hard sphere models of PTCDA/Ag111
for the RT state and LT state, respectively. For comparison, models
for PTCDA on Au111 Ref. 20 and Cu111 Ref. 21 are given.
Note that on Au111, the O positions could not be determined due
to experimental reasons. The vertical length scale is expanded by a
factor of 3. Red/blue circles: carboxylic/anhydride O atoms; light/
dark gray circles: C atoms in anhydride groups/perylene core. The
molecule is viewed along its long axis. The inset illustrates the
structure of the PTCDA molecule.
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20% for the RT phase and less than 5% for the LT phase.
Therefore, other effects must be also responsible for the re-
duction in the coherent fractions fH. One is most likely the
effect due to static disorder, which yields a small admixture
to the signal from the PTCDA molecules at defect sites with
different adsorption heights, as noted above. The other effect
would be that the dipolar corrections are overestimated, i.e.,
in particular the SI values in Eq. 1 are too large, which is
compensated by too small values of fH.
The smaller bonding distance dC of the disordered LT
state with respect to the RT state is remarkable and points to
a different bonding of the two states to the Ag111 surface.
This difference in the two states can be also seen from dif-
ferences in their respective valence band spectra ultraviolet
photoemission spectroscopy UPS and scanning tunneling
spectroscopy STS.7 This difference can be interpreted with
a modification of the bonding of the carboxylic O atoms to
the Ag surface. In the disordered LT state, this bond is rather
strong and is less affected by nearest-neighbor PTCDA mol-
ecules; in the ordered and densely packed RT state, however,
lateral interactions between these carboxylic O atoms and H
atoms on neighboring PTCDA molecules form and compete
with the vertical O-Ag bonds. This competition weakens the
O-Ag bond by likely several direct and indirect effects as
will be discussed in more detail below. As a consequence the
bonding of the entire molecule to the Ag111 surface is
modified and the vertical bonding distance of the perylene
core increases in the ordered RT phase.
B. Bonding mechanisms of PTCDA to Ag(111)
Initially, the bonding of PTCDA to the Ag111 surface
was mainly discussed in relation to the partial filling of the
former lowest unoccupied molecular orbital FLUMO upon
overlap with s / p-type states of the Ag111 surface.22,44 The
most prominent consequence is a strong enhancement of in-
plane Raman modes by dynamical interfacial charge transfer
from the s / p states in and out of the FLUMO which is seen
for the RT phase.44 The role of the carboxylic O atoms for
the bonding was recognized only more recently, when the
molecular distortion described above was found.6
The bonding via the carboxylic O atoms was also deduced
from DFT calculations of PTCDA/Ag111 by Ji et al.4 Evi-
dently, a separation of these two different bonding channels
perylene core/carboxylic O is not very reasonable, if not
impossible, since they mutually support each other, as dis-
cussed in Refs. 3, 4, and 6. This can possibly be also inferred
from the comparison with the ordered commensurate phase
of the smaller NTCDA molecule. NTCDA on Ag111 exhib-
its an about 5% larger vertical bonding distance dC than
PTCDA see Table IV.18 Since NTCDA exhibits the identi-
cal anhydride groups as PTCDA, its smaller core naphtha-
lene instead of perylene appears to be responsible for the
difference at first glance. However, differences in the lateral
arrangement of NTCDA with respect to PTCDA may princi-
pally also be important here. Namely, in the ordered NTCDA
monolayer, the anhydride groups are directly facing each
other,45 and hence the accumulation of negative partial
charges on these may be suppressed, hence reducing the
overall polarization of the molecule and in particular of the
core, causing the larger vertical bonding distance compared
to PTCDA/Ag111.
Concerning the involved Ag states, both s / p- and d-band
states appear to be relevant. The importance of the d-band
bonding was argued, e.g., on the basis of the observed
vacuum level shifts for PTCDA monolayers on Ag, Au, and
Cu by Kawabe et al.46 We will come back to this point be-
low, when we compare the bonding distances of PTCDA on
different metals. In addition to these chemical bonds between
PTCDA and the Ag surface, van der Waals vdW bonds
between PTCDA and the Ag surface are relevant. This is for
instance conjectured from the observation that DFT calcula-
tions using different functionals, local-density approxima-
tion, and generalized gradient approximation are not able to
correctly model the observed bonding distance of the
molecule.3 The discrepancy results from the insufficient ac-
count of the vdW interactions by DFT;5 in reverse, it thus
highlights the important role of the vdW interactions for the
bonding of these larger organic molecules to metal surfaces.
Besides the above noted vertical molecule/metal interac-
tions, intermolecular lateral interactions are also relevant
for the vertical adsorption geometry of the PTCDA molecule
on Ag111, as demonstrated by the reported differences be-
tween the two phases. This effect is remarkable since it re-
veals the high complexity of the metal/adsorbate bond in this
system and points to the competition between the lateral and
vertical bonding channels. Different components in the lat-
eral molecule-molecule interactions may be relevant. First of
all, hydrogenlike attractive lateral interactions between the
carboxylic O atoms and H atoms on the periphery of the
perylene core of a next-neighbor molecule can be expected
from the herringbone arrangement of the PTCDA molecules
in the monolayer. The length of the distances between car-
TABLE IV. Values for the averaged vertical distances dC of the
carbon and dO of the O atoms for PTCDA and NTCDA adsorbed on
different 111 metal surfaces. dO notes the difference in the ver-
tical distance of the carboxylic and anhydride oxygen positions the
vertical splitting. For PTCDA/Au111 the O position was not
measured for experimental reasons Ref. 20. Note that for PTCDA/
Cu111, contrary to all other cases, both the carboxylic and the
anhydride oxygen are above the averaged C height.
PTCDA
dC
Å
dO
Å
dO
Å
PTCDA/Au111a 3.27	0.02
RT-PTCDA/Ag111 2.86	0.01 2.86	0.02 0.32	0.11
LT-PTCDA/Ag111 2.81	0.02 2.67	0.03 0.33	0.08
PTCDA/Cu111b 2.66	0.02 2.81	0.03 0.16	0.08
NTCDA
NTCDA/Ag111c 3.00	0.02 2.87	0.01 0.26	0.04
aReference 20.
bReference 21.
cReference 18.
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boxylic O atoms and hydrogen atoms are 2.04–2.55 Å Ref.
23 and are hence well in the range of hydrogen bonds.47 As
a direct consequence the H atoms exert an upward directed
force on the O atoms which compete with the O-Ag bonds.
Furthermore, a charge transfer related to this bond, namely,
the donation of charge from the carboxylic O atoms to the H
atoms, could play a role. It reduces the charge that is other-
wise available to form the O-Ag bonds and hence weakens
the vertical bond of the carboxylic O to the Ag surface. In
addition to these more direct interactions between PTCDA
molecules, a metal-mediated interaction component may
play a role: Upon adsorption of an ordered PTCDA layer, the
Shockley surface state of the Ag111 surface is depopulated
and shifted upward by 0.6 eV, whereby it gets in resonance
with unoccupied states mainly LUMO+1 of the molecule
and forms an interface state with strong metallic character
above the Fermi level.10,48 This state is strongly delocalized
and was imaged by STM.49 The effect reduces the s / p band
density of states and hence could also weaken the PTCDA
bond to the s / p band, in agreement with the experimental
finding for the RT phase. Finally, the intermolecular bonding
and the concomitant change of the O-Ag bond may have a
back action on the central bond of the perylene core to the
Ag. Namely, a smaller polarization of the perylene core due
to smaller partial charges on the carboxylic O atoms in the
RT phase could be relevant and additionally weaken the
bond of the perylene core to the Ag surface.
C. Comparison with other surfaces
It is interesting to compare the obtained adsorption geom-
etries of PTCDA on Ag111 to those for PTCDA on Au111
Ref. 20 and Cu111.21 As can be seen in Table III and as
illustrated in Fig. 6, the averaged C bonding distance dC,
increases systematically from Cu via Ag to Au. The differ-
ence between dC on Cu111 and Au111 amounts to
0.61 Å. Unfortunately, the position of the O atoms could not
be measured for PTCDA on Au111 due to experimental
reasons,20 which hence excludes a systematic comparison of
the O positions and their splitting. However, we note that for
PTCDA/Cu111, the vertical displacement pattern of the O
atoms is principally different from that found for PTCDA/
Ag111, namely, both types of O atoms are at larger dis-
tances than dC see Fig. 6. This might indicate that the bond
of the carboxylic O to the metal, present for PTCDA/
Ag111, does not form for PTCDA/Cu111, but that a
stronger localized bond of the carboxylic C to the Cu111
surface, possibly leading to a an sp3 configuration of the C
atom, exists.
From the bonding distances dC, PTCDA/Au111 can be
well described as a physisorbed system,20 whereas PTCDA/
Ag111 and Cu111 have to be considered as chemisorbed
systems. This assignment is also supported by the changes in
the frontier orbitals due to the bonding as seen in UPS.42
Duhm et al.50 have already pointed out the correlation of the
occupancy of the former LUMO and the adsorption height of
PTCDA on Cu111, Ag111, and Au111. On Cu111, a
LUMO-derived molecular hybride state FLUMO is formed
0.8 eV below the Fermi energy EF. On Ag111, a partially
filled LUMO derived state is found at the Fermi edge, while
on Au111, no LUMO derived state is found below EF,
which is interpreted with the fact that the LUMO does not
mix with metallic states and is hence left unoccupied. These
observations can be summarized under the aspect that charge
transfer into the FLUMO increases from Au via Ag to Cu.
However, as noted by Kawabe et al.,46 the interfacial dipole,
which can be monitored by the change in the work function

 upon absorption of the monolayer, cannot be understood
by a simple charge-transfer model between delocalized s / p
metal states and molecular states. This is taken as an evi-
dence for the relevance of hybridization of the molecular
states with lower lying d-band metal states.46
In the context of the adsorption heights, the following
correlation appears to us to be of interest, namely, that be-
tween the adsorption heights dC, which are corrected for
the different sizes of the surface atoms, and the work func-
tions of the bare surfaces. For this purpose we calculated the
adsorption height dC
vdW above the vdW spheres of the surface
atoms
dC
vdW
= dC − rvdW
substrate
. 3
This correction in particular accounts for the smaller vdW
radius of Cu as compared to the vdW radii of Ag and Au. We
used rvdW
Cu
=1.40 Å, rvdWAg =1.72 Å, and rvdWAu =1.66 Å.51 Al-
ternatively, one could have also corrected for the covalent
radii, which gives similar results, since these differ not much
from the vdW radii.20 We can expect that dC
vdW describes the
distance of the perylene core above the “cut-off edge” of the
substrate electron density in good approximation. Here we
refer only to the ordered RT phase of PTCDA/Ag111 since
on Cu111 Ref. 52 and Au111 Ref. 20 only ordered
phases of PTCDA at RT were investigated. The dC
vdW values
are plotted versus 
 in Fig. 7. The values for 
 of the clean
surfaces were taken from Ref. 53. Remarkably, the correla-
tion of dC
vdW and 
 is linear within very good approximation.
If PTCDA were physisorbed on all three surfaces, dC
vdW
would be approximately constant and match the vdW radius
rvdW
C of carbon. For perylene the respective value is
rvdW
C
=1.75 Å Ref. 51 which is close to the bonding dis-
tance observed on Au111. We note that the linear correla-
tion of Fig. 7 would not be obtained if the dC values were not
corrected by Eq. 3. In that case, the Cu111 surface would
have the smallest bonding distance whereas we find it for
Ag111.
Of course the obtained correlation is so far only an ex-
perimental observation and further conclusions should be
considered with care, in particular, because of the small num-
ber of data points. However, it is interesting to discuss this
correlation under the aspect of the bonding mechanism. The
observed correlation of dC
vdW and 
 expresses that the bond-
ing distance of the perylene core to the substrate electron
density decreases with smaller values of 
. As noted above,
electron donation from the substrate into the LUMO of
PTCDA, which is mainly localized on the perylene core, is
relevant for the bonding distance. Bonding by charge transfer
into unoccupied molecular levels has been considered within
the Anderson-Newns model.54,55 This model has been, in par-
ticular, used to describe the interaction of s / p substrate states
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with molecules. The underlying principle is illustrated in the
inset of Fig. 7. In a first step, the approach of the molecule to
the metal surface leads to broadening and energetic lowering
of the LUMO due to interaction with the metal states, in
particular, with the respective image states. Population of the
former LUMO occurs, when the orbital falls below the Fermi
energy EF. In a second step, the interaction of the so formed
molecule—metal hybride states with d states of the substrate
is considered.
The position of the LUMO with respect to EF for the
molecule at a large distance to the surface is expected to be
at 
-EA where EA denotes the affinity level of PTCDA, i.e.,
EA=Evac−ELUMO see Fig. 7, inset. Within this model,
smaller values of 
 bring the LUMO, mainly located on the
perylene core, closer to EF and evidently cause an earlier
occupation of the LUMO, i.e., at a larger molecule surface
distance. As a consequence the related bonding is stronger
and hence pulls the molecule closer to the surface as seen by
the decrease in dC
vdW
. Within this model, the work function of
the bare metal surface constitutes the primary control param-
eter for the bonding distance.
Hybridization with metal d states, possibly involving
mainly the carboxylic O containing groups, appears to con-
tribute only in second order to the bonding distance. The
resulting order of the bonding distances dC
vdW is different to
what is observed for the hybridization and the resulting en-
ergetic position of, e.g., the FLUMO. Namely, the binding
energy of the FLUMO of PTCDA on Cu111 is found to be
−0.8 eV peak L in Ref. 50 and to be the smallest among
the considered substrates. On Ag111 the broad FLUMO is
located at the Fermi edge and partially filled while on
Au111 it is above the Fermi energy and empty. This strong
downward shift of the FLUMO on Cu is likely related to the
energetic position of the d states of Cu111, which are at
about 2 eV higher binding energy compared to Ag111 and
Au111,50 and which hence can strongly interact with the
PTCDA orbitals. Remarkably, this interaction does not fur-
ther reduce the bonding distance. Hence the electronic modi-
fication of the orbital system of the adsorbate and the bond-
ing distance are possibly controlled by different aspects of
the substrate. While the s / p states are responsible for the
bonding distance, the d-band states induce the final hybrid-
ization and binding energy. We finally note that the above
described model so far neglects the specific role of the car-
boxylic O atoms for the bonding, which might be different in
the three systems. Evidently this model is speculative at
present, however, it could be experimentally tested on other
comparable systems.
IV. SUMMARY
For PTCDA adsorbed on the Ag111 surface, the vertical
distances in the disordered low-temperature phase and the
ordered room-temperature phase are found to be different. In
particular, the averaged vertical bonding distances of the C
and O atoms are smaller for the LT phase compared to the
RT phase, which is explained by a weakening of the PTCDA
Ag bond by competitive intermolecular interactions in the
ordered RT phase and a possible back action of this on the
bond of the perylene core to the Ag111 surface. Concerning
the averaged bonding distance of the C atoms, the values of
these two phases are found to be in between the values that
were determined for PTCDA on the Au111 and the Cu111
surface. In comparison with the latter two surfaces, we find
an interesting correlation of the bonding height of the
PTCDA above the van der Waals spheres of the substrate
atoms with the work function of the bare surface.
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FIG. 7. Color online Vertical bonding distances dC
vdW of
PTCDA corrected by the van der Waals radii rvdW of the surface
atoms versus workfunctions 
 on different 111 coinage metal sur-
faces dC
vdW
=dC−rvdW. The correction by rvdW accounts for differ-
ences in the atomic sizes Ref. 51. For the dC values of PTCDA/
Cu111 and PTCDA/Au111 see Refs. 21 and 20, respectively.
Work functions of the clean metals are from Ref. 53. The dashed
line represents a linear fit to the data points. The empirically found
correlation between dC
vdW and 
 is given. The inset illustrates sche-
matically the energetic lowering and occupation by electrons of the
LUMO and is discussed in the text.
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